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Folded travel map/guide of Panama City. Legend includes bus stops, airports, marinas, information

centers, hospitals, police stations, gas stations, hotels, important sites, consulates/embassies,

banks, supermarkets. Extensive index of streets, key points, hotels, important places,

consulates/embassies and banks. Guide part includes information on tours, malls, car rental places,

internet and call centers, restaurants and Panama City Old Quarters.
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Based in Panama City, Mapi has been producing high quality maps of Panama since 2000. They

concentrate on providing clear maps specifically for tourists. By virtue of their location and frequent

printing, their titles are some of the most complete and up-to-date available. Beginning in 2008, they

will release maps of additional Central American countries and cities.

Only the largest streets of Panama City are labeled--the smaller ones are drawn in but unlabeled.

Only a portion of the city is visible on the map--much of the outlying areas are not depicted. On the

other side of the map is a list of tourist attractions and a 4" x 8" picuter of the entire country. This will

definitely not get us to the destinations we have in mind, nor will it keep us from getting lost if we find

ourselves off the main roads in Panama City.

It's great to have this map of Panama, written in English, before our trip. It will help us get a sense of

where everything is to help plan our daily activitites. The map lists lots of places of interest. The

Pan-American Highway is also on the map, with a chart with mileage from the city. There are lots of



websites with tourist information and tour groups. Thanks

I purchased three of the Mapi Panama maps & they're all great. This one focusing on Panama City

has great information, even some photos, & a smaller map of the country. Easy to carry & very

handy for it's size. Highly recommended.

The city map of Panama City is quite out-dated. It also did not have the detail I would have expected

from a city map. You have no competition and that is too bad.

Map wasn't of little or no use to us when trying to find our way around Panama City. Recommend:

don't buy.

This book has wonderful datails of all aspects for a visit to Panama. The author is honest about the

good and not always good things in his country. He offeres inside tips beyond what we expected

and I feel comfortable making plans on my own through his sugestions. His referral to tour groups in

which case he knew them personally was the best help for us.

The yellow map " Republic of Panama - IMPORTANT CITIES" ($7.95) does not have a map of

Panama City. It was sealed in plastic so I could not look inside - I assumed a book of city maps of

Panama would include Panama City but it does not. If you want to know the streets of Chitre or

Colon, you're golden - otherwise you also have to buy the red Panama City map as well. A little

tricky if you ask me.

This map is fantastic! It shows stoplights, one-way streets, restaurants, hotels and gas stations. You

can find your way by using all of these as reference points. This map is far better than anything you

will get from the rental car company or in any guide book. Worth every penny.
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